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A. Background and objectives of the study

1. _ At itL third session held ir IK': i the Jcir.t Conference of African ?lannerss
;>tatisticiar;i; and eno^raph'?rs renuost.:' the secretariat to prepare a study on

sectoral plannirp within the subre;-,ionai co-orera':ion structures ir .Africa.

The objectiv o* the stuiy was-tc se--> Co -frpt extent the efforts r.ade I? the
su'.,rational co-operation organisations 1 .a: resulted ir. the institution of

sectoral olannir^ ar, an instrument for co-crctination, har-'OPigatioa ar-1 economic
intefratior, anri to evaluate the results achieved ir the area of co-o- erctior
and subr^gional y lflrr.ir.v. T'e ur.darlyirr' coreerr- is t" identify the ™.air problems

and: obstaclas encountered as veil as to ssek ^ays r.nd ^ear.s of stranrt'^ninp such
co'operation in line witI thf La-'os Plan of Action an1 7inal Act of Lapos. '

>..^ As th-2 first part of a -e~5.es rhich Mill cov^r all sectors of the scopory,

this study focus^es or. -■■l^nninr ir the agricultural ard industrial sectors of
three subrerrions ir. Africa' -rest, central ar.-; southern Africa. The t^j sectors

were selectee' because of their inportarce ir. tie ;icoro:;«y ap;i the role they play or

will be called uuor to nlay ir Jevp.lc->7T'3 the ocono'ies of tie countries,
A^ricultures in r>.ctP account-, for AO to C rer cent of 0":? i:? ,iost: of the
countries covered ;;y the orpanizatioiis concerne-I. Nearly 30 : er cent of the

the l-st deca-.e, s.vd at 3 tine vJ.cn Africa ie population rrowt>^ population rrowt>
aiid urbanization, the food anr; apriculturo situation has seriously deteriorated
mainly because of recurrer-t <:::ouj;i;t *r-\ t~>.a rotenticr of out-clatc! oroduction
systems. Food production an' consumption lave fallen e^ort of nutritional rends.

The crisis has co^pelle-' Governments to y.lacc the -;phasi8 ir t/sir development
plans on growth in tlvi rural sector ir or--r to attair the objective of foor3
sslf-sufficiency s«t fortV. ir the La^or: Plan of Action.

3. Althouah the share of the industrial sector regains relfitivrly sr,ell in
the economy of most of the countries (f.rom. n ,Z to 3': ;.^or cent of G,"?>, this
sector is called u-or to ^l^y a funar.retell rolr; ir. the Oevelop^ent o^ African
countries, in the Hrht o^ their enor.-ous natural resources, "industrialisation
is also one way ot na].ir- the- countries less '^c^tcnt or the outside vpsl** for
tl*.e supply of capital and intwrr^ediate roods --I ich ar« currentlv imported. TJhat
is r:or<?., this sector can speat* v.-n t>.« 'vevelor:>er.t of agriculture bynroyidinf the
needed inputs and erit

4.^ All these reasons "'o to justify the selection of these two-sectors as
priority areas of the -retort stu-ly. They alno justify .the. -articular attention
r.iven to the planning, co-brr'iratio: end bar--.o^izati;6n of dovolonr^ent stratepes
and policies in the trie sectors -. ithir tho i;r?.-3eT-Tor:-. of subre= ional orpaniz^tion^
The ::,ain subrc;ion.?l co-o'cratior organizations Pel :ct^^ >. t1 e stu.-iv ^re the
Econonic Cocnunity of West African Statas CJCO'V,"), the ast -Xfrican^Econonic
Community (CEAO) 9 the Central African Cujtors an.i .cono.ic Union {VT^:.:':) .. the
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Southern African -.'evelor.acnt Co-or-iir.atior* Corf*r«T>C£ (v.A CC) and th«
Preferential TraHe Area for Eastern ar..1 louden African otates (?74). These
organizations are currertly tin -ain co-o^ration and economic int««r«itiot!
institutions ope.ratipf at the suV.rejrionsl level.

Lo General overview of r.ui.rc; ional cooperation structures

Ca) Origin and o^cratirg viechanisns

5. The estal!isl:::ent of these orranizatiors r.?^-<oii:l = to *?■<-. need to pool the
resources an* ,-,e.BRs of neuber litatec in or<ler tc facilitfte their sconoidc develop-
i-ent3 the coL^en^atle efforts na'e at the n;*ionp.l level hnvinp fail-- to brinp
about the econo ic and social develop --ev.t iesirel. The organizations ■■
"~fc"'-w-1-:.l at different ^oints in ti:;ei

(i) UT^AC, the oldest, was cCt i-- in ?ece-->r l'-G4 by the ^rass
Treaty which ^atcblishod a custo:;s ant1 ecoponic unior. aaonf Csr^croor.,
tv.i Confo9 the Central African. GPuMic, Gabcn an..' Chad. Subsequently,
cl»a Brazzaville Treaty was revised in "^-cG-ber 107A an4 ext^n-led to
cover ^-ruatorial Guinea. ":he -air. institution? of Ui;;AC ars the

Couiicil of '!eat!s of State, *-he : ^na-er-.snt ^o-odttec the. Conference
o.. .ministers for livestoc". -".cvslonr-.t-it anJ the secretariat. The
secretariat- is the executive or;,£n of t»e Union and is co^^osed of
t:*o diviPiops, the first 1c cc-csa^ of the departments of customs 9
ta2:sfxo-- ar.rl statistic.-; whil« tV- sreonr1 covers the ^■■arfant;; of *'■
:.n/iucr.rial co-operation, scientific research, rural ,ecor.o-.y, transport
tel»corr-.uf.ications and touris/.

(ii) CZAC -?s established in l:^., Its ^e^b-rshir coenprises Burkina ^aso
>..ote -^Ivoire, ..ali, .■'.auritsr.ia, :;i-er anH General. The orraniaation's
operations are Lase-1- o^ the. -"oaf^rence of 3-eads of 3ta^s --1- -"ourxil

of :^istcr3 a- tre secretariat vlric! irTl«:entS decisions taken by
>.hs uor.fero.ncc of Gratis of :?:£?.r.e and th« Council of \rir.isters. The

secretariat is ^nade ur. of foui- suhstnr^tive divisions. eS i^istrative
! financial affairs, tra,1^; rural O.eveln^ient an;' industrial

l

(iii) ECOK&S was estallisheJ in 1075 and counts ".eniru p.ur'cin?f Faso Ca^e
Ver:*e9 t:-io Ga-nbia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Cot^ "TVoire
Liberia, IIalis Ilauritania, Niger, Kiperia, Senegal, Sierra Leone and
Togo as members. The main institutions of ECOUAS ares the Conference
of Heads of State, the Council of Ministers and four substantive
commissions specializing in the following areas (i) trade, customs,
immigration, currency and payments; (ii) industry, agriculture and

natural--resources; (iii) transport, telecommunications and energy;
(iv; social and cultural affairs;
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(iv) SADCC was set up in 19C0 and covers Angola, Botswana, Lesothos Malawi,
Mozambique, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe. The main
institutions are the Summit of Heads of State, a Council of Ministers,
the Steering Committee* the secretariat and the sectoral commissions.
To date, only the transport and communications commission exists; the
others are to be established laterj

(v) The Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern African States
was created in 1901 and covers the 18 countries in the zone. Its
structure is similar to that of the other organizations.

(b) Objectives and areas of action '

6. Each of these organizations has set itself the same general objectives
namely: ' *

(i) To promote and encourage the harmonious and balanced development of
all economic activities conducted by member States, particularly in
agriculture, industry, transport and animal husbandry, with a view
to raising the living standards of the people;

(ii) To maintain economic stability and contribute to the development of
the African continent;

(iii) To achieve the economic integration of their subregions by strengthening
co-operation among member States and by creating free trade areas that
will lead to a genuine common market.

7. To these general objectives set forth in the founding documents of these
organizations is added the desire to co-ordinate and harmonize national policies
more effectively with a view to defining common development strategies.

(c) Means of action

3. The means whereby these organizations operate come fron:

(i) Their budget of contributions paid in by menber States. Such budgetary
resources are devoted exclusively to their operation;

(ii) Financial institutions set up within the framework of these subregional
organizations such as the Fund for Co-operation, Compensation and
Development of ECOWAS, the community development fund and the solidarity
and guarantee fund of CEAO, the solidarity fund of UDEAC and the develop
ment bank for central African States. All have the objective of
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promoting the development of the least developed member countries.
Other subregional, financial institutions such as central banks
responsible for monetary and credit policy can also be found;

(iii) External bilateral and taultilateral assistance. Such resources tend
to be used more as a complement to the operational budgetary resources
than for financing development activities at subrejuonal level.
External assistance also involves a substantial component of technical
assistance to strengthen the expertise of these subregional structures.

9. The study first analyses, for the reasons earlier mentioned, the situation
with regard to planning in agriculture and industry. It formulates recommendations
for the speedy institution of genuine sectoral planning at the subregional level.
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11. AGRICULTURAL PLANNING AT THE SUBREGIQHAL LEVEL ;

A. Overview of agricultural objectives ■ "

10. Agriculture;is a very important sector in most of the African economies
and,i as ;a result, it has often received a lot of attention at the national level

especially in the different national plans. This trend 3eeras to be maintained

at the subregional level where a lot of reference is made to the development of

agriculture in the different treaties of subregional cooperation arrangenents.
Thus all the subregional #rot 4ti£s that are:covered in this study have explicit

proposals and articles covering the agricultural sector. However, there are

differences in the general areas that are covered and the approaches that are

envisaged in the different sub^roupings. It is therefore pertinent to examine the

overall objectives of cooperation in agriculture in the studied cooperation

structures.

13-- In ECOVJAS, co-operation in agricultural development is outlined in articles
34j 35 and 33 of Chapter VI of the Treaty. The thrust of this cooperation in

agriculture in this subgroupings is on (a) consultations in agricultural policies

through regular exchange of information on experiences, research and rural

development programmes and (b) establishment of a common agricultural policy

covering all the basic areas of research, training, production and processing
of agricultural products etc.

12. In the CEAO, agricultural cooperation activities are spelled out in
protocols As D an&'fe of tne treaty. These relate mainly: to the comtaoiirp^;omotion
of the development of agriculture, livestock, fisheries, water and forestry.

The CEAO Treaty is also one of the very few subregional agreements that spell out

the aspect of sectoral planning. In respect of agriculture, the treaty explicitly
requests the secretariat of the organisation to study and propose an overall plan

for (a) the production of and trade in agricultural products (b) production of
and trade in livestock and related products (c) the promotion of water and forest

development (d) the development of continental and sea fishing.

13« In the UDEAC, cooperation in the field of agriculture has only recently been
incorporated in the new treaties of 197C and 1974. The main elements of agri^:
cultural cooperation in the UDEAC structure include (a) co-ordination of agricultural
production, processing and trade programmes, (b) agricultural research,

(c) training and (d) the realisation of cordon agricultural projects. Although
the 1974-treaty specifies structures to deal with agricultural cooperation there
is no explicit treatment of planning the sector at the subregional level.

14. The areas in and approaches to agricultural co-operation in the PTA are given
in Article 25" of Chapter 5 and in the protocol on co-oneration in the field of
agricultural development. The specific fields of agriculture in which the PTA
member States include (a) overall agricultural development; especially through
research, coordination of the export of agricultural coismodities, land and water
resources, marketing and price stabilisation etc., (b) supply of staple foods and

(c) agro-industries. LiUe most of the other subregional groupings, the treaty
and its protocol do not nake any explicit reference to the planning of the agri
cultural sector at the subrccioral level.
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15. The basis of operations in the SADCC is the Plan of Action adopted by the SADCC

Kie^ber States in I960. Since this Plan of Action is sectoral in nature, there are

generally well defined areas in aprieultur.il co-operatior in the su ;refion. The

rain areas ^iinea incluJe (-) food securitys (h) agricultural research and personnel

training, (c) aninal disease control, (d) fisheries, wildlife and forestry and,

(e) soil an.' v/ater conservation and land utilisation. It oust, however, be emphasiz

ed that neither the Plan of Action nor the subsequent co-ordination efforts define

the rplts-'of planning of the agriculture sector as a whole. Indeed, the highly

decentralised approach of SADCC would see") to < akc an integrated sectoral planning

appraoch relatively difficult since the different priority areas are co-ordinated

independently of each other and each one is co-ordinated by a different country.

16. An overall analysis of the protocols and articles relating to cooperation

in agriculture shows that while the sectoral objectives are often well articulated

the ways and means of achieving the required results are often neglected. In.

this respect the most nenlected part is the planning and rationalisation of the

agricultural sector as a whole. Two explanations for this situation are possible.

Firstly, the treaties might have made an imolicit assumption that the aspect of

planning for the sector of agriculture at the subregional level would be auto

matically undertaken by the secretariat or sectoral commissions of the subgrouping.

Secondly, it is possible that most countries at the tine of the creation of the

subregional structures, felt that the planning of an important sector like agri

culture had to be atTthe national level. This tended to the subregional level

with only the role of co-ordination mainly industrial projects and programmes.

B. Approaches adopted in planning in the agricultural sector

at the subregional levels —

17. In spite of the fact that the varibus treaties establishing the different

subregional co-operation arrangements did not lay particular of specific emphasis

on the planning at the subregional level of the different sectors in which

cooperation was desited and envisageds certain approaches have been attempted at

different levels to ensure a more coherent sectoral approach. These approaches

differ both in scope and content from one subregion to another depending on various

factors such as the institutional structures involved in the elaboration and

adoption of sectoral programmes, the resoruces available and the overall approach

to cooperation in a given subre^ion. The tcain features of the various approaches

for the five subrepions studied are briefly outlined below.

(a) Agricultural planning in SCQWAS ,

18. As noted earlier the SCOWAS treaty did not ^ive adequate attention to the*

aspect of planning at the subregional level, As such, there does not exist any

specific structure for the planning of overall development in ECOWAS at a sub

regional level. Indeed, there is hardly any coherent sectoral planning of the key

sectors like agriculture or industry even at level of the sectoral commissions

that were established during the implementation of the ECOWAS treaty.
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19. The general approach that has thus far been followed is that of undertaking

e. variety of studies with a cuLrer:ional ytii-spectlvt,. These studies have included

those on trade and customs, monetary and fiscal issuess and sectoral assessments

of developments ir agriculture, industry and transport. Recently common agricultural

policies were promulgated with a viev to combatting fanine, and achieving food

self-sufficiency by the year 2000 as well as to arrest desertification in the

suTr-ra^ior.. HMln til: r-aceni. laudable effort is in the right direction of sectoral

plannin3 at the subregional level5 it cannot be called subregional sectoral planning

as such. This is mainly because the coraraors agricultural policy does not have a

x^ell articulated, raodus-operandij, in time and over countries to qualify as an

integrated agricultural plan at the subregional level, More often ithan not, the

common agricultural -olicy is limited to the definition of objectives and general

strategy and hinpes mainly on the definition of criteria for the selection of

projects. It would Le desirable to have the strategy buttressed by mechanisms of

cooperation that take into account comparative advantages, possibilities of product

specialisation etc.

;; } .Agricultural planning in GEAG -. : ■ . .;■

20. Although CEAC does not have a fully developed general and sectoral planning

structures the organisation has endeavoured torrespond to the needs of the member,

States'through talcing appropriate action to (a) respond to the urgent needs of \

individual countries including the support of agricultural projects that exist

in national plans and (b) deal with subregionai issues involving institutions

etc. Further the CEAO has undertaken important agricultural progranases albeit

without a long-term subregional perspective of the sector as a whole..

21. The importance of planning the agricultural sector at the subregional level

in terms of setting objectives, priorities, approaches and identifying means to.

achieve the goals became very clear in the CKAu subregion in the early 1^80s. '

The serious economic problems and the drought that afflicted the subregion have

shown that oiecemeal approaches by individual countries are not likely to bring

about the needed subregional recovery. Thus in 1902, the member States adopted ■■

resolution 2/32/CE relating to the need to a subregionai approach to rural

development. .

22. As a result of. this resolution, the CEAO had started on tha definition of a

subregional comnon agricultural policy. Already, a study aiming at identifying.

the major elements of such a suLregional agricultural approach has been undertaken

by a consultant firm: However, the study which would have constituted a basis for

a sectoral planr.inc, approach was found to contain many gaps and was not adopted

by member States; Its therefore9 still remains critical for the CEAO to evolve

an agricultural plan at the subraglonal level to deal effectively and coherently

with urgent issues likp. drought and desertification, food security and self- ;

sufficiency? etc.
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(c) Agricultural planning ;.n the IDEAC

23. Until only recently the activities undertaken hy UDEAC in agriculture
involved uainly studies. A general study was made about agriculture including the
specification of areas of cooperation and a study on the fertiliser industry was
completed :71th tee assistance of UNiDO. Another study was made on agricultural
financing together with an exploration of the possibilities of creating a common
agricultural credit bank.

24. To complement these efforts and to harmonize agricultural development in the
UDEAC sub^rouping an elaboration of a food strategy has been embarked upon by the
UDEAC secretariat. In this exercises it is proposed to set up units in each

member States of^UDEAC to work on a diagnostic analysis of the food situation,
identify constraints to food self-sufficiency ar.d propose approaches to a common
food strategy. These national efforts would eventually be harmonized by a
coordinating group at the UQEAC secretariat to arrive at a coherent subregional
strategy.

25. Another aspect that illustrates the increasing awareness in UDEAC of the need
for sectoral subregional planning relates to the efforts that are being raade to
train agricultural planners. FAO is participating in a project to train personnel
or UDEAC in the planning of agricultural .leyeloprcent with particular emphasis on the
rural sector, agricultural policies an1 reneral planning ant r>lan follow-up. This
is c .VrirrM effort since, in -any cases, tic absence of rualifie^ personnel at
too sucrecional level is one of the V.-ajor obstacles to the consolidation of sectoral
planning m cooperation arrangements.

(^) Agricultural planning id the SADCC

26. The decentralised nature of SADCC operations implicitly means decentralised
planning and programme coordination. As of now, there does not exist a well
articulated subregional agricultural plan in the SADCC £roup of countries. Indeed,
the SABCC approach to agricultural cooperation has hitherto concentrated on projects
which are believed to fit within the general principles on which agricultural
cooperation in this subre^ioi- is based. The framework of agricultural cooperation
is also itself characterised by a disaggrepation into subsectoral areas correspond-
ingto the various agricultural coordinating units. As such programmes in each
agricultural subsector tend to be analysed and implemented without a thorough
establishment of interdeper.dences of the agricultural subsectors.

27. This situation is, however, in the process of being rectified. SADCC has
come to the realisation that as its programmes grow in size, variety and complexity,

there is also a growing need for both a macro-framework and sector-specific plans.
It is therefore being planned to undertake a review and subsequently an elaboration
of five year sectoral plans. These sectoral plans would endeavour to establish.
raaxinum coordination and rationalisation between related sectors. Guidelines have
now been drawn up to ensure that sectoral programmes are, inter alia3 (a) mutually

supportive with well specified relationships between SADCC objectives and programmes
and those of the member States, (b) coordinated at the operational level, and

(c) established within parameters that enable a measuring of progress towards the
achievement of the objectives.
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(e) Agricultural planning in the PTA

28. The Preferential Trade Area of the Eastern and Southern African States is
one of the youngest subtcpional grouping in Africa. This, of course, can mean
«!\lt8,Pr°Srf*es and their implementation are still in their infant sta*e. It

can however, also mean that as a new cooperation effort, it should manifest a
greater dynamism and should, in many ways, have approahcea which take into
account the experiences of the older cooperation structures in the region. In
many respects, these expectations are proven correct by the present level of
operational activities in the PTA.

l±r*tly> most.of the programmes that the PTA has embarked on in agriculture
K* t't Stil at the1leVel °f i!pt°jeCt ideas"' ^asibility studies of

*l* K ? * ! haYe bfen c°apleted for projects like the fertilizer and the iron
that St^i?ieS''*? ^ 8U*rfSion- Secondly, many of the sectoral programmes
that exist would seem to be mainly a conceptual framework. Indeed the agri-

for intL™^ the ?U^egi?n. is Presently entitled as "A conceptual framework
^L!n ^iSPeCia^SatlOns C00Peratio^ «d conplimentarity in subregional

I d!V^1Opmen^ ' Nevertheless, it should be stressed that the P?A
Undertak?n so far constitute a very important basis for sectoral sub-

HrlTl C°°peratlon: T<> a ve^ ^ree extent, the conceptualisation of the
sectoral programmes in the PTA gives one of the best examples of how sectoral
planning at the subregional level should be approached.

30 In the agricultural sector the subregional framework defines specific
™£U r" p"Oritl?s and suggests operational subregional approahces to
restructuring the agricultural sector. At the le*el of objectives and priorities

coun^re810"aJ-ag^CUl'Ural framework def^^ (^ the reinforcement o/Inter- *
country specialisation in the production of staple food crops, (b) the production

rLirceft^ UVeSt°-k Pr°dUCtSs (c) devel^nt of fisheries and forest^
rationali«PH « k0"8—^1011 ™? development of soil and water, (e) development of
rationalised subregional agro-industries, and (f) manpower training and development.

31 For each of these priorities the agricultural framework defines subre-ional
?or sDeciaTi"^OnS: F°^ eXampl** f°r f°°d cro^> the agricultural p!« cSJa
whUe Southed Itil* ™T.' SOr*h™S> ?assava and plantains for Eastern Africa
Troll How^r I could specialise in pulses, mai.e and diversify iuto arought
crops. However, to really have an implementaVle plan, there is need to identify

l^Th reqUired' ^ S°Ur"S °f theSe r^<>urces, the phasing of the 7
^proeramtaes of the Plan and the specification of projects. It would

Seeni at ^e m-8ti11 re0-uires to complement its existing

C* Major constraints to proper agricultural planning
at the subregional level

culturaliZZt ^l relatively limted success in r,romui«atias subregional agri
cultural plans also pomts to the existence of certain basic in.pedi.ents and
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constraints that have hitherto hindered the consolidation of subregional planning

especially in the agricultural sector. Come of these constraints result from the

peculiarities of the sector concerned and others result from the nature of sub-

regional grouping. In either cases it is o.f paramount importance to fully

understand the nature of problems so as to identify ways and means to make future

efforts in sectoral planning at the subregional level more fruitful.

(a) Constraints to sectoral planning resulting from the nature :

of the agricultural sector in Africa

33. In most of the African countries the agricultural sector is of great
importance in terms, of the sector's contribution to. GDP, employment and foreign

exchange earnings. The high weight of agricultural activities at the national

level has usually meant that in many cases national programmes are greatly pivoted

on agriculture and the rural sector. This trend tends to make the planning or"

agriculture particularly important for the national governments and, by consequents

less amenable to being planned at a subregional level. liost countries would prefer

to have most of the policies that are aimed at agricultural development within

their own control rather than set them to be dealt with subregionally. Thus,

issues in agricultural research, food self-sufficiencys diversification and

expansion of export crops are taken as elements of significant national strategic
concern.

34. in addition to the broad concern of keeping agricultural development within

the control of the concerned nation, the structure of African agriculture imposes

specific constraints to the planning of the sector in a subregional framework.

These structural problems includes (i) the preponderance of subsistence production

in total agricultural output; (ii) climatic dependence; (iii) the export
orientation of the monetised part of agricultural output? (iv) the low level of

intra-Africah trade in agricultural products. The implications of these

characteristics on subregional planning of the agriculture sector are briefly
outlined below.

(i) The preponderence of subsistence production

35. In most of the African countries which belong to the different subregional

cooperation arrangements, peasant subsistence production in agriculture accounts

for a very large proportion of total agricultural output, sometimes to the tune of

over 50 per cent of total value added in agriculture. The result of this is that

a large part of agricultural activities is not easily amenable to centralized

planning even at the national level. This problem is even more compounded at the

subregional level where different communities of peasants would have to be taken

into consideration when planning the overall agricultural sector involving many
countries. On the one hand, the nature of output to be planned would become

relatively difficult in large subregions involving countries with different resource

endowment ecological characteristics and cultural differentiations. Also, due to

lack of any standardised form of production, policies relating to technol§gy, prices
and incentive schemes become more complex at the subregional level.
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(ii) Climatic dependence -.

36. The agricultural sector in many African countries and especially in the

Sahelian zone is greatly dependent on the vagaries of nature. As such, the

formulation of agricultural programmes and their successful implementation is

made uncertain by the fact that weather conditions are unpredictable. The
onslaught of the recent drought in many African countries is a clear example of

this problem. It would therefore seem urgent for the effective planning of
agricultural activities to ensure that nature is mastered in terms of its

undesirable effects on agricultural production. If the future direction of

the development of agricultural activities cannot be predictable with some
degree of certainty it is impossible to envisage the utility of a long-term
agricultural plan. To rectify this problem, it seems necessary for subregional
structures to also address this issue through, inter alia, the elaboration of

strategies that will reduce the dependence of agriculture on climatic variations.

These can include water development for irrigation as well as the development, of
river basins. :

■ ■ , ; t:':'.

(iii) The export orientation ■_..-_,

37. Most African countries that produce agricultural export commodities have

tended to "specialize" in" a few commodities such as coffee, cotton, cocoa,
groundnuts, etc. As a result, one often finds that the countries in the. same
subregion either produce entirely different export crops or they are in competition

with each other for export markets. Efforts to rationalise such a situation at
the subregional programme would, thus, be frustrated by contradiction between

national interest (e.g. to increase exports of a particular commodity) and the
overall regional interests.

'];; [' (iv) The low level of intra-African trade in agricultural products

38. If any subregional efforts in agricultural development are to bear fruits,
it is necessary that the particular subregion concerned has a certain minimum
level of interlinkages among countries in the sector concerned. As it happens
in most African countries, the agricultural sector has, among most other economic
sector, the least interconnections accorss countries due to the polarisation of
agricultural activities either within the national boundaries or towards the
markets of the developed countries. This situation has two basic results,^
Firstly, the spectrum of activities that can be planned at a subregional level
are greatly reduced as a result of the very low level of intra-African flow of
agricultural commodities. Secondly, the effectiveness of mobilising the necessary
resources to implement subregional programmes is also affected as individual
countries may fail to see the direct benefits from such programmes.

(°) Constraints to subregional agricultural planning resulting from
the nature of the subregional organisations

39. As noted earlier, the various subregional structures that were studied have
all attempted to establish certain agricultural programmes for the common good of
all the member countries. However, in this endeavour the organisations themselves
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have confronted specific problems and have as a result rot paid adequate attention
to the establishment of harmonised regional plans at the sectoral level. Some of
these problems include: (i) lack of explicit mandate for sectoral planning in
the treaties; (ii) shortage of financial resources .,to, implement any sectoral
plan that might be formulated;: (Hi) lack of qualified personnel.

(i) Thg:lack of an explicit mandate for sectoral planning

40. A survey of the various treaties establishing cue different cooperation
structures in Africa reveals i;hat tht aspect of regional planning in general and
regional sectoral planning iu particular are not given adequate improtance in the
protocols, 'Generally* it is implicitly assumed that the secretariats of the
cooperation organisations would make the initiative to address the question of
planning for the subregion as a whole. However this approach is grossly inadequate
since in most cases it.implicitly maintains the states quo for each country to

make its independent sectoral plans without any specific obligation to harmonise
such plans with the subregionaX perspectives. Even the sectoral institutional
structures that are set up to ensure the coordination of programmes are often
limited to either examining specific project proposals or general policy questions
without the capacity of analysing these in .- ..integrated sectoral framework. It
is clear that until the individual countri-? f*el a real obligation to make their
programmes within a well articulated subregional perspective, the secretariat and
the sectoral commissions cannot effectively conceive and implement subregipnai
plans. Perhaps it should be pointed out that the absence of planning commissions
la-the various subregional structures is a result of the general lack of an'
explicit statement regarding planning in the treaties.

(ii) Shortage of financial resources

41. For any plan to be viable it must ba based on an assessment of the
resources available to finance it. In the case of subregional organisations, the
mobilisation of adequate^resources on'which to base a comprehensive plan often
presents a lot of difficulties. Firstly, international financial organizations
do not easily lend money to subregional programmes as they require guarantees
from individual countries. Indeed, even in cases where financial resoruces can
be mobilised, it usually requires the presentation of individual projects. This
tends to encourage the approach, on the part of subregional structures, of merely
shopping for viable regional projects on the basis of which resources can be
sought. Spcondly, the resources that the member countries of a given cooperation
arrangement,, contribute are rarely based on the creation of a fund. Often,
countries are requested to finance subregional programmes on a project by project
approach. This also hinders the establishment of concrete sectoral plans at a
subregional level.
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(iii) The shortage of qualified personnel

42 In many instances, it was found that the subregional organisations studied
lacked the staff that are needed to formulate a well articulated subregional
plan at the sectoral level. The problem, however, is not that Africa lacks the
people qualified m subregional planning. The problem would actually seem to
be that the different subregibnal structures have not set up sectoral planning
ottices. As such, these organisations do not recruit the needed personnel to
undertake the task. If sectoral planning units Jiad been set up during the
early stages of the different subregional organizations, it is likely that, by
now, planning for the various subregions would have been consolidated.

D* Towards a new planning base at the subregional level:
the case of agricultural planning

43. The state of subrep,ional planning has been assessed to be generally poor

in most of the subregional organizations studied. It is however clear that while

there still exist some real constraints to full subregional planning, efforts must

continue to be made to brins about a mroe rational development in the context of

subregional cooperation. One of the prerequisites of such rationalisation is,

no doubt, the establishment of effective planning machineries at the level of the

subregion so that programmes and projects are situated and implemented in a

coordinated manner to ensure maximum benefits to the countries and the subregion.

44. In the area of agriculture, it seems vitally important to identify those

areas that are amenable to subregional coordination and planning. After these areas

are identified, the subregions should draw u£> a plan setting viable objectives ir.

the different areas and proposing ways to develop these areas at a subregional level

An analysis of the various programmes' that have been initiated in the sample of

subregional organisations studied shows that the areas in which subregional

agricultural planning can be effectively undertaken include:

(i) food self-sufficiency

(ii) agricultural research

(iii) agricultural cooperatives and credit

(iv) agricultural policies of prices, incentive schemes, technology

(v) drought and desertification control, water and soil conservation

(vi) trade in agricultural coynmodities

(vii) forestry development

(viii) livestock and fisheries

45. But, it must be reiterated that the subregional organizations must be give:
adequate mandate to formulate plans that will be adopted and implemented by the

participating countries. For this9 it will be necessary to reinforce the different

sectoral protocols with specific articles dealing with planning. The institutional

framework will also have to be strengthened such that the different subregional

organizations have a strong core of planners appropriately linked to the national
planning structures.
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III. INDUSTRIAL PLANNING IN AFRICAN SUBREGIONAL CO-OPERATION STRUCTURES

A. Introduction

46. African leaders recognize the fact that industrialization constitutes

a basic option in the overall effort to lead Africa out of underdevelopmejit.
The integrated economic and social development of the continent, as advocated

in the. Lagos Plan of Action, requires the establishment in every African
country of industry which is designed in the interests of that country and

will grow stronger within the context of complementarity of action at the

subregional and regional levels. .Such industrialization should contribute,
inter alia, to:

(i) The satisfaction of the population's basic needs;

(ii) The exploitation of local natural resources, '.:

(iii) Job creation,

(iv) The formation of a basis for the development of other 4
economic sectors; : : ;

(v) The creation of a framework for assimilating arid promoting
technological progress,

(vi) The modernization of society. ;

47. It is also recognized that by harmonizing development activities and

making optimum use of the limited resources of the various African countries,

industrial co-operation is creating conditions conducive to the attainment

erf collective self-reliance at regional and subregional level while at the

same tinse providing a framework for strengthening the efforts of each country.

48. Quantitative and qualitative objectives have also been defined in the
LPA for industrial integration at the subregional and regional levels.

According to the LPA, African countries should account for a minimum of 1.4

per cent of world industrial output by the year 1990. They should do everything

in their power to achieve self-sufficiency in food, building materials,

clothing and energy. The Industrial Development Decade for Africa prcebdanexi

by the United Nations General Assembly is considered as yet another way of

focusing greater attention on, and eliciting a greater political commitment

and financial and technical assistance at national, subregional, regional and

international levels for the industrialization of Africa. In response to it,

preparations have begun in the various subregions of Africa for a Decade

programme in which crucial needs have been identified both at national and

subregional levels.
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B» Specific industrial development objectives of the subregional
co-operation structures

49. African subregional co-operation structures such as ECOWAS, CEAO, SADCC,
PTA and UDEAC have adopted in the field of industry objectives identical to

those of the Lagos Plan of Action and the Industrial Development Decade to Africa
which they are striving to achieve in their respective geographical zones:

(a) EGOWAS

50. In order to achieve industrial development and harmonization among the
member States, Chapters V and VI of the Treaty establishing ECOWAS provides

for three stages of: (i) mutual exchange of the feasibility studies conducted,
of reports on industrial projects and foreign business groups operating in the
subregion, of information on industrial research, and of experts and experience
acquired in the field of industry, conducted of joint studies to identify
viable industrial projects for implementation, joint financing of research into
technology transfer and the development of new products through the Use of raw
materials common to all or some of the member States; (i.i) haimonization of
industrial development promotion measures and development plans; (iii) exchange
of personnel, training, preparation and implementation of joint projects as well
as the taking of remedial action to correct disparities in levels of industrial,
development resulting from the implementation of the Treaty. !

'" (bY CEAO ;

51. CEAO has developed a transitional programme for industrial co-operation
based on the following concerns:

(i) The need and urgency or^ instituting a genuine industrial ' .
programme in order to bridge the development gap between nember
States and to enable intra-community trade to take place;

(ii) The need to harmonize activities in certain sectors while promoting '
complementarity among States, to plan for industrial linkages
among existing plants or to promote, speciali tion among them r
and to accord priority to the least industrialized of the States.

(c) UDEAC

52. UDEAC has defined a subregional industrial developmenc strategy which
aims essentially at:

(i) Pronoting industrial development as well as specialization,
diversification and expansion of production;
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(ii) Ensuring optimum exploitation of natural resources;

(iii) Raising productivity and making effective use of the factors of

production;

(iv) Benefitting from the advantages of economies 6f scale;

(v) Ensuring equitable distribution of the benefits and balanced

development of the subregion.

53. In addition, three objectives have been set for industrial co-operation
in the subregion; the harmonization of industrialization policies, the

equitable distribution of community industrial projects among the countries
and the co-ordination of sectoral industrial development programmes.

(d) SADCC

54, The objectives set for the subregional industrial development programme

of SADCC focus on: (i) the identification of national production surpluses J

that, could be traded in the subregion under existing or,future trade agree

ments; (ii) the exchange of information on national industrial development

plans and projects to help member countries avoid duplication of effort and to

promote subregional trade; and (iii) to make ait inventory of the potential and

possibilities for the establishment of multinational industries.

55. And yet9 faced with a host of constraints, these organizations have not

yet been able to translate the general guidelines adopted into quantified

objectives within the framework of general or sectoral medium- and long-term

subregional plans. The fact is that there is no subregional sectoral planning

in industry, any more than there is any genuine national economic planning in

the subregions. The subregional co-operation structures, like the national

planning agencies, have established, with the help inter alia of international

organizations, industrial co-operation programmes made up of more or less

properly formulated projects which they have not the means to implement- These

structures are smothered by constraints as numerous as they are over-whelming

within each of the countries and in the subregion at large.
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C. Overview of the status of industrial development and the

main constraints

status of industrial development

56. In the sul>regions considered, the situation of the industrial sector is

largely influenced by what is happening on the agricultural front because of

the economic and social importance of agriculture. The existing industries are

either light agro-based industries geared to national consumption or outward-

looking extractive industries dominated by transnational corporations. The

former are the result of the application by all African countries immediately

after independence of import substitution strategies, without any co-ordination

at the subregional level. Because they produce for limited local markets,

many of them are operating below capacity= The latter group, whose contribution

to export earnings is crucial, are handicapped by the unforeseeable changes on

the world commodity market. On the whole, industry depends on imported

capital, equipment, intermediate goods and raw materials. It counts for little

in the economy. In 1980, for example9 the share in GD? of manufacturing

industries for 20 East and Southern African countries ranged from 2.6 to 1C per
cent for 11 countries, from 10 to 20 per cent for seven countries and was

higher than 20 per cent in only two countries. Out of 16 countries in West

Africa,-the share, of industry in GDP for the same period fell below 10 per cent

in two countries, and ranged from 10 to 20 per cent in fi e countries and

from 20 to 32=5 per cent in eight countries. The gap between industrial

development levels among the countries is sometimes enormous in the subregions

considered, and the number of countries winch have tr.ken an important step
towards industrialization is very limited.

2- The main constraints

(a) At the national level

57. Other constraints weigh on industry in the subregions;

(i) Lack of the raw materials indispensable for national industries;

(ii) No local manufacture of intermediate goods that come between the

extractive industries and the manufacturing sector. For this

reason, the bulk of the ores mined in these subregions is exported

to the industrialized countries;
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(iii) Persistent balance-of-payments deficits, with the result that

the external debt increases sigaificantly and monetary reserves

diminish;

(iv) Lack of personnel that can follow through the stages of the project

cycle, in particular planning, implementation and evaluation,

negotiate the acquisition of technology and Q.f. the necessary funds,

or organize the maintenance and after-sales-service of products;

(v) Lack of local financial resorucesa insufficient foreign loans,

; absence and/or inadequacy of national institutions to finance

,'. industrial development 3 *

, (vi). Lack of ihfrastructu es, particularly in the areas of energy

.and transport|

■ (vii) .Insufficient access to technology and imcompetitive semi-finished

and finished products on ir-ternatibftal markets;

(viii) Lack of national and BiiV>regioiial institutions capable of

formulating appropriate policiess plans, programnes and projects;

(ix) Lack of workable measures to support the political will to pool

resources and set up basic industries at national and subregional

levels.

58. To these specific constraints are added the well-known problems relating

to the countries' general level of economic development; low living

standards with else concosiitantly low level of consumption lack of domestic

savings and high population pressure on available resources. :■
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(b) At the sub regional level ,-f:,.

59. The establishment of :a subregional industry raises, among other things,

the problems of: (i) defining the framework, areas, phases and modalities

of subregional co-operation; (ii) defining industrial development policies
and strategies; (iii) determining priority industrial branches and criteria

for the selection. of> subr.egionaj. projects; (iv) selecting technology,

location and the distribution.,of costs &Aid benefits, (v) mobilizing financial

resources and (vi) -guarant eing, the loans contracted. These problems are all

the more complex in that the inequalities in natural resource endowments,

general economic and industrial development levels, diversity in political

systems, currencies, external relations, population and political weight make

for divergent and at times irreconcilable short-term interests.

D. Need for industrial planning and action taken to achieve it

1. Heed for industrial planning

60. The numerous constraints at bcth national and subregional level show that

it is unrealistic and adsolutel;/ itapis.n. to believe that speedy and sustained

industrial development will take place in the subregions without sectoral

planning. The need for industrial planning in the subregions arises also

from the importance of the objectives set for this subsector in the LPA and

the crucial structural changes that industrialization alone can bring about.

Furthermore, the extensive economic and financial requirements for such

industrialization,and the need for inter-sectoral links should lead to the

institution of extensive industrial planning, without which the elements of

industrial development (such as equjp^^nt Hor the subregion, general education,
technical training and others) cannot be integrated. Because the demand for

industrial products and ..lie capital ar.d forar'.gr exchange available depend on

general economic growth, subregional industrial planning should be designed

as part of the overall analysis of the econcmy and integrated into general
subregional planning.

2. Action^taken and results ach-i.eved

61. To implement industrial co-epcretion with a view to establishing subregional
industries, several approaches c«in be u£<iC?

(i) A general approach involving a subregional industrial development

programme with balanced priorities, and co-ordination of national

plans adjusted to the subregional framework;

(ii) Sectoral or piecemeal approach involving a series of bilateral

or multilateral project? within the framework of subregional

objectives and criteria (specialisation agreements, technological

agreements, joint operations or contractual co-operation, etc.);

(iii) Harmonization of policies for the co-ordinated establishment of
conditions, regulations and incentives likely to induce action

in the required ^i^j^Lic-r..
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62. Each of these approaches can be considered as a more or less crucial

phase in the sectoral planning of industrial development.

63. The various structures for subregional co-operation in west, central,

eastern and southern Africa have, very imperfectly, applied one or other of

these approaches. Examples are given in the following paragraphs:

(a) ECOWAS

64. In implementation of its Treaty provisions, ECOWAS set out first of all

to define, a framework for industrial development and co-operation for the
establishment of subregional projects. Accordingly, in terms of industrial
co-operation policy ECOWAS decided to accord priority to industries capable
of contributing to the modernization and development, within an integrated

framework, of the following sectors: (i) agriculture; (ii) transport and

communications infrastructure; (iii) natural resources, and (iv) energy,
The scheme aims at establishing a subregional industrial base by promoting
intermediate goods and capital goods industries through specialization on the

part of States or groups of States.

65. The efforts made by ECOWAS have led to the definition of a sufcregional
industrial development strategy, the definition of project selection criteria
likely to contribute to the achievement of the objectives of the strategy

adopted, and the preparation of an initial integrated industrial promotion
programme comprising 35 core projects and 17 supporting projects. Among

the strategic projects can be counted:

(i) In the metals industry: projects for the installation of electric
furnaces in Ghana, Cote d'lvoire, Mali, Senegal, Togo and Burkina
Faso; the installation of rerolling mills in Benin, Ghana,

Cote dflvoire, Mali Senegal, Niger, Togo and Burkina Faso; the
manufacture of four-wheel tractor parts in Senegal and Nigeria;
the manufacture of railway wagons in Senegal and Burkina Faso;

the manufacture of standard low-cost multi-purpose vehicles in

Guinea and Cote d'lvoire and the manufacture of aluminium cables

and conductors in Guinea and Ghana,

(ii) In the chemical industry: projects for the establishment d£ a .
subregional ammonia plant using natural gas and water electrolysis
in Togo and of a pharmaceutical products factory in Nigeria;

(iii) In agro-industry: integrated poultry production complex in

Liberiai

(iv) Multinational support projects for assistance to an industrial
training programme, assistance in the development and strengthening
of management and consultancy service capabilities in industry,
the institution of an industrial and technological trade fair

in the subregion.
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66. These are national projects requiring multilateral co-operation or
aubregional projects submitted by States in the subregion to UNIDO and ECA
within the context of the Industrial Development Decade. However these
projects are still at the initial stage of preparation. Their real importance
is not yet known since their costs have in most cases not been evaluated
What is more, they are not set against a background of global or sectoral
economic projections at subregional level. At the same time, stress is
being placed on the intensification of trade, the harmonization of customs
regulations and the free movement of people.

67• Existing facilities for the promotion and planning of industrial
development in the ECOWAS subregion: Neither ECOWAS itLif nnr ^ ^^rict
in fact possess the financial resources required for carrying out these
projects. ECOWAS has nothing more than its operating budget (5.9 million "■.
SDRs in 1985) derived from member State contributions which do not arrive on
time^andthe fund for co-operation, compensation and development, a subregional
banking institution over which the ECOWAS secretariat has no jurisdiction, w-
The share of the budget devoted to sectoral studies is currently insignificant.
As to' the fund for co-operation, compensation and development of ECOWAS it ;
is not currently engaged in any subregional industrial project. Neither has
ECOWAS any planning or programming institutions. Under the circumstances ■
the industrial development programme adopted risks remaining a dead letter'
anfl-'tfa? future of industrial planning being a dead end, for lack of financial
and political support.

68. The ECOWAS approach provides for harmonization of national development
plans in a second phase that has yet to start. It has the advantage of being
flexible and the disadvantage of initially favouring the more industrialized
States of the subregion without any matching benefits, for the time being for
the less industrialized States. The situation is fraught with serious risks
of stalemate to the extent that the less industrialized countries are in the
majority and are all aspiring to speedy industrial development.

(b) CEAO

69.^ CEAO has conducted a survey in its member States of projects and add-on
activities which relate to small- and medium-scale enterprises and can constitute
an interim co-operation programme. The projects and activities agreed on in

the member States derive from national development plans. There are about
50 such projects broken down as follows among the member States: Burkina Faso
(five), Cote d'lvoire (seven), Mali (11), Mauritania (five), Niger (16),
Senegal (six). They include feasibility studies, industrial investment and
technical assistance projects in such priority sectors as: agro-industries
and infant food factory (Cote d'lvoire), cattle feed production (Burkina Faso),
sugar complex (Mali), dairy farm (Mauritania), construction materials and *
mining: cement-works construction (Mali), sanitary ceramics factory (Cote d'lvoire)
nitrogenous fertilizer production (Mali), salt refinery (Cote d'lvoire), *
mini-steelworks (Mali), technical training in industry (chemical, steelworks
and energy): training of small- and medium- scale enterprise personnel
(Cote d'lvoire). The selection criteria used were the nature of the project,
the mode of financing requested by the States and the financing capacity of
the community development fund.
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70. All these projects fall far short of helping member States of CEAO to
overcome the economic constraints weighing on industrialization in the subregion
The national plans from which the selected projects derive were not subjected
to prior basic studies with a view to co-ordination and harmonization of the
priority sectors at subregicnal level. The programme contains projects in
areas where local capabilities in industrial production are under-utilized
or where local industries ovsr-produce while in other areass substantial needs
go unsatisfied at tbo subregional level (infant food, cattle feed, fertilizer "
production, building materials and others). The scope of the projects is
limited and falls vkj.I ;rhortproi the needs la question. In the matter of-
exploiting natural resources1 for which a substantial potential exists ' ^;' ."'/.:
(phosphates; i^Sti arid liwestone for exar. ,., the programme contains no : :
projects that can match the rieed? of the subregion. . ■'■•"■

71 Facilities within C£A0 for promoting and planning industrial development:
The organization has a fund for. coaimunity development and a solidarity fund—*
that assists iti community 'development. The former, wh5.ch amounted to CFAF
10 .'5' mill ion in 1985, derives from customs duties. Its resources are channelled
to the development of the relatively less-developed member. States. To date

the resources o.f the fund have been nsed to finance 3mall national projects*
that were not co-ordinuted or planned subregiona^y. The latter is a sub-

regional banking institution* (tot up to-guarantee loans contracted by the States
to finance their development programmes. It also contributes to the funding
of subregional projects such as the subragional centre for solar energy (CRES)
the subregional wagon factory,.the African centre for management studies

(CESAG), the yubregional school of mining and geology, the graduate school of
the etextile itidustries";and" tiio; graduate institute of fisheries, science and
technology. While these prbj'eiis are supposed to help set up a subregional
industry, they are not integrated into a planned subregional economic frame
work. : The training projact^ which constitute the mnjovi.*;v <?.o not produce

staff specifically maant for existing or proposed.subregicnal indvitries, and
moreover;, there are already unemployed or under-employed national staff in

the same disciplines within thu countries. Her^j tLe lack of planning and
subregional co-ordinaticn hi industry leads to the vaste and irrational use
of financial rasource-s.

(c) UDEAr. . - ■ ■ • "

72. Industrial co-operation in the UDEAC Eur-^-^'.ca. i*at*, gone through three

phasec- During the first -/haje,.. co-operati-jn was ba^^d en. the; appiiic^tiiii

of two major criteria mainly the availability of natural resources and the

existence of a subregional market. Howevers this first attempt at creating ■ -"
community industry r-jas not successful. ■ .r^

■. p.

73. The second phase of industrial co-operation ccvared the period 1974 to :

19&4 and follcwad the second revision of the.UDRAC Treaty. Emphasis was then '

laid on a new industrialization strategy aijc policy based on the;economic' > ! ^T;
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complementarity of the member States. The objective was to achieve a balanced
development of the subregion, particularly as between coastal States and land
locked countries. Six projects were accordingly selected and judiciously
distributed among the countries as folldvs: a bauxite-aluminium plant il
Cameroon, a chemical complex in Congo, a'petrochemical complex in Gabon, and
a Pharmaceuticals plant and a watch-making factory in the Central African
Republic. This new policy failed because none of these orojscts -ver
materialized. ' J .

74. In these two phases, the subregional projects ~ould net be ;;.F.ple:n:nted
either.because of lack of political support by the Governments (some States
withdrew their participation just-,*s the projects were becoming operational)
or because of. the investment burden and the prevailing. unfavourably inter-/
national, climate. But political considerations were the main cause of- the
failures recorded from 1? 4 to 1984 by UDEAC,wi.:- ha$ now decided to accord
priority to.industrial projects which will promote the development of." '

agriculture. ;Thus, this-original concept of industrialization was discarded
as being: too unrealistic. The only project under way is a study on the
est^is^mant of subregipual phosphate fertilizer industry. UDEAC is also
considering £heestablishment of a subregional bank whose objectives will
include the<promotion of industrial development.

PTA.

75. The. Preferential Trade Area which carae: into being cu>re recently than
CEAO, ECOWAS and UDEAC:is attempting to conduct two subregiopaj industrial
projects which have reached the feasibility study stage: thev relate to
subrasicnai industries for the production of fertilizer, iron'sad steel.
It i^too early to pass any judgement on this latest experiment which
like those described above, Is not backed by any planning framework.

E, Conclusion on sectoral planning in the field of industry

76. The subregional co-operation institutions in Africa have not mad« any
decisive progress in the sectoral planning of industry. The constraints on
industrial development are well known, the objectives have been s-t and

the-■strategics defined and the programmes established in order to a^ta<n
them.: But the programmesdrawn up generally take the form of a collection
c. iM^ecta tthich are not integrated within an cconoaic planning f-dwtwrk
At the subregional lavel, there are..no- specific institutional support
facilities to promote the sectoral planning of industry, and the subregional
finance institutions are not geared to the requirements of the sectoral
planning of industrial development. Owing to the lack of co-ordination
and haraonisation of national development plans, rhe n-aSre resources of
these institutions are war.ted on .subregional projects which overlap with
national projects, cr are used outside the established subregional programmes
ine subregional co-operation institutions often have r.j say in what these

finance institutions do. Added to the lack of financial and institutional
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resources is the absence of real political support, with the result that

certain established programmes have never been able to take off. Yet,

without political will backed by operational measures, it is obvious that

no real progress can be made in the application of subregional sectoral

planning as an instrument for organizing and strengthening co-operation

in the field of industry.

iv. General conclusion of the study

77. Some progress has been made in respect of co-operatioii during the last

decade, but this progress has been very slow and has to date not led to true
subregional development. The goals of co-operation enunciated at the outset

have essentially been directed towards the promotion and intensification of.

subregional trade to the detriment of development efforts. Planning, as an '.'

instrument of co-ordination and harmonization, has not received any special

attention. It is noteworthy that the term «planning* did not appear in any

of the statutes establishing these subregional organizations, as the founder

member preferred to speak of «co~operation», a less precise and less binding

term. Consequently, planning departments were not created from the beginning,

and even today no such structure appears in the organizations' organizational

charts. In fact, it was only recently that the need for subregional planning

was felt due to the persistence of the development crisis, the solution of

which requires concerted efforts and innovative approach to the problems.

Neverthless, the political considerations relating to the establishment of

a planning structure at the community level remain a definite obstacle.

Nor is the existence of different national plans with differing durations and

objectives a factor conducive to the formulation of a subregional plan.

78. The majority of these organizations have attempted to execute projects

in different sectors of economic activity between which no co-ordination

exists. Another problem relates to the large number and the diversity of

organizations dealing with the same type.of activities in the same subregibn.

without co-ordinating their programmes. This is the situation for example

in West Africa, where there are more than 30 organizations, and also in East

and Southern Africa.

79. Finally, there is the particularly acute problem of financing subregional

programmes. These organizations' own,resources are inadequate and are not

used effectively for the implementation of subsegioaal development projects;

As for the subregional banks and external sources of financing, their

contributions are limited and have not always been attuned to the needs of .

the subregions.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. General recommendations

80. The subregional co-operation organizations should as a matter of urgency
strengthen their institutional structures by creating within their establish
ments statistical and planning departments equipped to produce general and
sectoral plans at the subregional level. If necessary, their treaties should

be revised to permit this.

81. International organizations and bilateral and multilateral aid institutions
should increase their assistance in order to facilitate the establishment and
the efficient operation of these statistical and planning departments at the

subregional level. OAU an<d EGA, through the MULPOCs, should promote the
creation and smooth Running of these departments* pending the establishment of
subregional planning institutions, the MULPOCs should assume responsibility

for the co-ordination of national plans and the formulation of subregional

plans. Their resources should be increased accordingly.

82. The following should be included among the principal tasks to be

entrusted .'to.,the subregional planning organizations:

(a) Co-ordination of national development plans and programmes

of the different intergovernmental organizations in the same subregion;

(b): preparation of a general plan together with sectoral plans.

83. Within each subregion, existing departments responsible for the development

of"agriculture and industry need to be strengthened, notably by enhancing
their project identification, formulation and evaluation capacity. Where
such departments do not exist they should be established without delay.

84. The subregional finance institutions created by co-operation organizations
need tp be strengthened by increasing their financial resources through

substantial contributions by the member countries and negotiating for external
loans. However, these institutions should give the highest priority to the

financing of subregional development plans.

85. The objective of increasing and ensuring a mroe rational use of financial
resources may be attained in the case of West Africa by regrouping ttie existing
intergovernmental organizations coupled with greater centralization of resources

under ECOWAS or CEAO.

86. The monitoring; supervision and evaluation of subregional activities are
of capital importance; for the satisfactory performance of these assignments,
the subregional co-operation organizations require the effective support of

their member States.
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B. Recommendations on agricultural planning

87. Subregional planning should be based on clearly defined agricultural

strategies and policies, and should set food self-sufficiency and security

as their objective. The •harmcni^stion of pricing policies, the establishment

of an appropriate agricultural credit system as well as an increase in the real

income of the rural populatl.r. should be treated as key elements in the

strategies and policies to be applied in; the context of this planning,

88. The attainment of the objective of focd self-sufficiency and security

necessitates urgent planning measures in the following priority areas:

(i) Agricultural production In the short- and medium-term, this

essentially entailo creating conditions conducive to the formulation

of .a subregional agricultural plan (agrarian and land tenure re^pr^n

. for instancy).; ; T , (

■ •'■ ■' t rr::. ' ■-.

(ii) Production of agricultural equipment, materials and inputs in

.line with the production objectives: The planning of producer's

goods for agriculture should be carried out at the bilateral or , ,

multilateral level whenever ravourable conditions are met (market,

availability of raw materials); ;

(iii) Water resources devalopcieat: This should focus especially on the joint

exploitation of water r*.",r..trces in order to ensure the security of

agricultural production through irrigation;

(iv) Distribution of production-equipment and agricultural inputs , ,

within a given subreglor*: Fqoei.crop distribution mparticular

should be based on the building-up of subregional stocks and the

necessary development of transport infrastructures; and

(v) Agronomic research $nd the training of farmers and senior agricultural

staff. .-. .,.'".!.

C. Recommendations 03 i'dustrial planning . .

89. In the field of Industry, subre.gional planning should be based on the ; ;
objectives of the United Nations Industrial Development Decade which is aimed

at raising and improving the contribution of the industrial sector to the

general1 economic development of the subrcgions.

90. Since the relevant programmes have baen prepared and the projects selected

on the basic of subregional criteria, emphasis should henceforth be placed on:

(i) Programming aui plar.ains of those projects whose economic and
social 5.Tr>3ct ^t '"^ -* ■>,*'oT_r'1- r*-H s-.'brational level needs to be

evaluated beforehand; and
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(ii) Effective commitment to and support of all countries for the

programmes formulated.

91. One of the most significant aspects of the programming and planning of the

subregional projects selected within the framework of the Decade is the

harmonization and co-ordination of national industrial development plans.

The subregional co-operation institutions should tackle this problem with all

the attention it deserves and peek all necessary assistance in order to do so.

92. There is need for firmer political commitment on the part of States and

a greater degree of effective solidarity at the subregional level to enhance

the harmonization and co-ordination of the national industrial development

plans.

93. This harmonization should first and foremost be geared to the reinforcement

and rehabilitation of existing industrial units, through more intensive

integration and forging specific industrial linkages at the subregional level.

The expansion of markets, the supply of raw materials, the production of spare

parts and the exchange of skilled personnel constitute the most important

problems to be settled in this respect.

94. The installation of new industrial projects should receive particular

attention so as to avoid duplication which would result in under-utilization

of industrial capacity and meaningless competition.

95. These measures will require a readjustment of national industrial

development plans and their adaptation to subregional needs.

96. In addition, the finance institutions within the subregional co-operation

structures and the other national and international finance institutions

need to be closely associated in the process of industrial development planning.

This will forestall the financing of non-viable national projects which may

subsequently become a burden on the national economy and an obstancle to

subregional economic integration.




